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QUESTION: 65 
Identify two correct statements about the type of receiving supported by Oracle WMS 
Cloud. (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Oracle WMS Cloud does not allow assigning multiple ASNs to a load. 
B. Receive by ASN (RF-Text: Recv LPN Shipment) allows receiving multiple ASNs. 
C. If the trailer contains multiple ASNs, IB Loads can be used to consolidate then into a 
single record. 
D. Receive by load (RF-Text: Recv LPN Load) allows receiving multiple ASNs.  
 
 
Answer: B, C 
 
 
QUESTION: 66 
Your warehouse is divided into two large areas, Area A and Area B, which store 
different products. You have set up your wave to allocate inventory from only Area A, 
but when the wave is run, both Area A and area B have allocated items. 
What caused the issue? 
 
 
A. In the Allocation Mode, “Restrict Allocation Zone” was not specified. 
B. In the Allocation Mode, “Restrict Allocation Zone” was set to Area B. 
C. Allocation zone was not specified in the task selection criteria. 
D. Allocation zone was not specified in the shipping order. 
E. The locations in Area A have excessive cycle count tasks against them.  
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 67 
Which three configurations are required to sort the SKU A and B while receiving? 
(Choose three.) 
 
 
A. An IB Shipment Type should be created to receive Purchase Order with sort SKUs. 
B. Use Custom Field in Vendor UI to map the item that needs to be sorted. 
C. Break Rule with Criteria needs to be set for the Sorting Rule. 
D. Receive Station Location for Sorting should be created and mapped with the Sorting 
Rule. 
E. Putaway Type should be configured for the SKU. 
F. The Locations Size type should be defined for each Receive Station Location.  
 
 
Answer: A, B, E 



QUESTION: 68 
What is true about emailing a scheduled report? 
 
 
A. You cannot customize the subject of the email 
B. You can email reports in HTML format 
C. The person receiving the email must have an email registered with a username in the 
system 
D. You can add an additional filter for a specific scheduled report  
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 69 
You are monitoring the progress of the picking wave and notice that a rush order needs 
to be picked immediately. Which two steps should you take to complete the Picking 
Tasks as soon as possible? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, and confirm the pick in the UI. 
B. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Cancel Task, and re-run the wave. 
C. Manually take the inventory from the location to the shipping area. 
D. Select the tasks and in the Tasks UI, select Change Task Priority to give the task a 
higher priority. 
E. Select the tasks in the Tasks UI, select Assign user, and let the picker know that 
he/she is to select the tasks for immediate pick. 
 
 
Answer: A, E 
 
 
QUESTION: 70 
What configuration is needed to create Advance Shipment Notifications for a Transfer 
Order shipped between two facilities configured in the same WMS Cloud environment? 
 
 
A. The Facility parameter key AUTOLOAD_and_SHIP should be set to Yes. 
B. The “ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT” flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 
screen for the Source Facility. 
C. The “ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT” flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 
screen for the Destination Facility. 
D. Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at Source and Destination Facility 
levels. 
E. Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at the Company level.  
 
 



Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 71 
During which of the following three scenarios does the WMS validate or throw an error 
message during picking with a serial number tracking execution? (Choose three.) 
 
A. When the scanned serial number is not present in the scanned IB LPN or Outbound 
LPN or item and is present for a different facility. 
B. When the scanned serial number is present in the scanned IB LPN or active location 
and also exists for another item in stock in the current facility. 
C. When the scanned serial number is not present in the scanned IB LPN or Outbound 
LPN or item and is currently linked to another Inventory Record for the facility. 
D. When the scanned serial number, which is associated with an OBLPN in shipped 
status for a different facility, is not found for the current facility. 
E. When the same serial number, which is already present on the same Sku in a different 
facility, is scanned. 
 
 
Answer: A, B, E 
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